Pediatric Psychology Fellowship Trainee Rotation Evaluation

Quarterly evaluation of fellowship competencies
There are 67 questions in this survey

Demographics

[ ] Name of Pediatric Psychology Fellow: *
Please write your answer here:

[ ] Name of faculty providing rating: *
Please write your answer here:

[ ] Indicate which rotation(s) is being evaluated. *
Please choose all that apply:

☐ Fall
☐ Winter
☐ Spring
☐ Summer
☐ Other:
[ ] Indicate the assessment methods you used for the present evaluation. *

Please choose all that apply:

- [ ] Direct observation
- [ ] Case presentation
- [ ] Review of written work
- [ ] Review of raw test data
- [ ] Discussion of clinical interaction
- [ ] Comments from other staff
- [ ] Other: ___________

[ ] Specify the training experiences you supervised: *

Please write your answer here:

________________________

E.g., Inpatient consultations, LEND, feeding therapy
Science Cluster

[ ] Did you supervise any of the fellow's research/science activities this rotation(s)?

* Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No

Including research and evaluation methodology, ethical conduct of research with children, interdisciplinary research, and dissemination and knowledge transfer

[ ] Rate the level of supervision the fellow required for each research-based objective. *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was "Yes" at question '6 [ScienceSup]' (Did you supervise any of the fellow's research/science activities this rotation(s)?)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effectively uses research methodologies characteristic of pediatric psychology</th>
<th>Moderate supervision required</th>
<th>Intensive supervision required</th>
<th>Minimal supervision required</th>
<th>N/A: Did not observe or provide supervision for this objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conducts research to inform evidence-based practice using rigorous systemic review or clinical trial methodology</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designs research protocols that address issues of diversity</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaches ethical principles to research staff and students on associated research projects</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectively presents and tailors research</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

https://cris2apps.uams.edu/limesurvey/index.php/admin/printablesurvey/sa/index/surveyid/219279
finding to various groups
Leads interdisciplinary research teams
Prepares grant applications for funding research

**Level of Supervision Descriptions**

**Intensive Supervision Required:** Routine supervision of each activity as expected throughout internship and practica; remedial work may be necessary - rating when Fellow has no prior experience with activity or in specialty area that requires more intensive training (e.g., neuropsychology rotation for a general track trainee)

**Moderate Supervision Required:** Supervisor provides overall management of fellow's activities, competency attained in all but non-routine cases, depth of supervision varies as clinical needs warrant - common level of supervision through fellowship

**Minimal Supervision Required:** Rating expected at completion of postdoctoral training, competency attained at full psychology staff privilege level; however, supervision still required while in unlicensed or training status


[]**Did you and the fellow agree on any other research specific objective for this rotation(s)? * **

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '6 [ScienceSup]' (Did you supervise any of the fellow's research/science activities this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No

[]**Specify research objective: * **

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '8 [ScienceSpecObjYN]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other research specific objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:
[]Rate the level of supervision the fellow required for this specific research objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '8 [ScienceSpecObjYN]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other research specific objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Intensive supervision required
- Moderate supervision required
- Minimal supervision required

[]Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd additional research objective for this rotation(s)? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '8 [ScienceSpecObjYN]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other research specific objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No

[]Specify the 2nd research objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '11 [ScienceSpecObj2YN]' (Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd additional research objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:
[]Rate the level of supervision the fellow required for this 2nd specific research objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '11 [ScienceSpecObj2YN]' (Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd additional research objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Intensive supervision required
- Moderate supervision required
- Minimal supervision required

[]Post rotation supervisor comments (optional): Summarize fellow's research strengths

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '6 [ScienceSup]' (Did you supervise any of the fellow's research/science activities this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:
[]Post rotation supervisor comments (optional): Areas in need of additional development or remediation, including recommendations, in the Science area

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '6 [ScienceSup]' (Did you supervise any of the fellow's research/science activities this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:
Professionalism

Professional values and attitudes, individual and cultural diversity, ethical, legal standards and policy, and reflective practice/self-assessment/self-care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professionalism</th>
<th>Intensive supervision required</th>
<th>Moderate supervision required</th>
<th>Minimal supervision required</th>
<th>N/A: Did not observe or provide supervision for this objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effectively presents and tailors clinical information to a range of individuals (children, parents, other health professional, lay audiences)</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leads inter professional teams providing health and behavioral health services to children and families</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaches students and trainees regarding local mental health laws and ethical issues relating to clinical work in pediatric psychology</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educates others regarding issues relating to work with diverse clients and families (race/ethnicity, age, sex, sexual orientation, disability status)</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Models appropriate professional boundaries and behavior for trainees and other professionals</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conducts ongoing</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:
self-reflective practice regarding one's own health behaviors and reactions to working with children and their families under conditions of acute and chronic stress

Participates in continuing education focused on pediatric psychology

Level of Supervision Descriptions

Intensive Supervision Required: Routine supervision of each activity as expected throughout internship and practica; remedial work may be necessary - rating when fellow has no prior experience with activity or in specialty area that requires more intense training (e.g., neuropsychology rotation for a general track trainee)

Moderate Supervision Required: Supervisor provides overall management of fellow's activities, competency attained in all but non-routine cases, depth of supervision varies as clinical needs warrant - common level of supervision through fellowship

Minimal Supervision Required: Rating expected at completion of postdoctoral training, competency attained at full psychology staff privilege level; however, supervision still required while in unlicensed or training status

[]Did you and the fellow agree on any other professionalism objective for this rotation(s)? *

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No

[]Specify professionalism objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '17 [ProfSpecObj]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other professionalism objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:
[ ] Rate the level of supervision the fellow required for this specific professionalism objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '17 [ProfSpecObj]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other professionalism objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Intensive supervision required
- Moderate supervision required
- Minimal supervision required

[ ] Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd professionalism objective for this rotation(s)? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '17 [ProfSpecObj]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other professionalism objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No

[ ] Specify the 2nd professionalism objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '20 [ProfSpecObj2]' (Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd professionalism objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:
Rate the level of supervision the fellow required for this 2nd professionalism objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '20 [ProfSpecObj2]' (Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd professionalism objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Intensive supervision required
- Moderate supervision required
- Minimal supervision required

Post rotation supervisor comments (optional): Summarize fellow's professionalism strengths

Please write your answer here:
[]Post rotation supervisor comments (optional): Specify areas in need of additional development or remediation, including recommendations, in the Professionalism area

Please write your answer here:
Interpersonal

Communication and relational
Rate the level of supervision the fellow required for each interpersonal objective.

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intensive supervision required</th>
<th>Moderate supervision required</th>
<th>Minimal supervision required</th>
<th>N/A: Did not observe or provide supervision for this objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provides written and oral communication that facilitates collaboration with patients, families, and other professionals</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectively facilitates communication between patients, families and other professionals</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides consultation to patients, families, and other professionals tailored to their needs and understanding</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrates knowledge of team organization, relevant systems and policies, and relationship-building principles to promoting effective relationships among teams</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses effective strategies to manage challenging relationships</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Level of Supervision Descriptions

**Intensive Supervision Required**: Routine supervision of each activity as expected throughout internship and pratica; remedial work may be necessary - rating when fellow has no prior experience with activity or in specialty area that requires more intensive training (e.g., neuropsychology rotation for a general track trainee)

**Moderate Supervision Required**: Supervisor provides overall management of fellow's activities, competency attained in all but non-routine cases, depth of supervision varies as clinical needs warrant - common level of supervision through fellowship

**Minimal Supervision Required**: Rating expected at completion of postdoctoral training, competency attained at full psychology staff privilege level; however, supervision still required while in unlicensed or training status
[]Did you and the fellow agree on any other interpersonal objective for this rotation(s)? *

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No

[]Specify interpersonal objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '26 [IPSpecObj]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other interpersonal objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:

[]Rate the level of supervision the fellow required for this interpersonal objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '26 [IPSpecObj]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other interpersonal objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Intensive supervision required
- Moderate supervision required
- Minimal supervision required

[]Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd interpersonal objective for this rotation(s)? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '26 [IPSpecObj]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other interpersonal objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No
Specify specific 2nd interpersonal objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was "Yes" at question '29 [IPSpecObj2]' (Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd interpersonal objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:

Rate the level of supervision the fellow required for this 2nd interpersonal objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was "Yes" at question '29 [IPSpecObj2]' (Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd interpersonal objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:
- Intensive supervision required
- Moderate supervision required
- Minimal supervision required

Post rotation supervisor comments (optional): Summarize fellow's interpersonal strengths

Please write your answer here:
Post rotation supervisor comments (optional): Specify areas in need of additional development or remediation, including recommendations, in the Interpersonal area.

Please write your answer here:
Application

Competency domains pertinent to a pediatric psychologist's clinical practice, including evidence-based practice, assessment, intervention, and consultation

[] Did you supervise any of the fellow's clinical practice activities this rotation(s)? *

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No

[] Rate the level of supervision the fellow required for each application objective. *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was "Yes" at question "34 [AppSuper]" (Did you supervise any of the fellow's clinical practice activities this rotation(s)?)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intensive supervision required</th>
<th>Moderate supervision required</th>
<th>Minimal supervision required</th>
<th>N/A: Did not observe or provide supervision for this objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Independently applies knowledge of evidence-based practice, including empirical bases of assessment, intervention, and other psychological applications, clinical expertise, and client preferences
- Independently conducts comprehensive bio psychosocial interview with patient and relevant caretakers to evaluate biological and psychosocial functioning related to the presenting health concern across commonly occurring and atypical care presentations
Independently conducts brief, targeted assessments with patient and relevant caretakers to evaluate biological and psychosocial functioning related to physical health or illness/injury.

Selects, administers, scores, and interprets evidence-based assessment tools appropriate for the patient for the purposes of case conceptualization, treatment planning, monitoring and evaluating treatment outcomes, and facilitating referrals across commonly occurring and atypical case presentations.

Demonstrates case conceptualization and treatment planning that are highly integrative across contexts and adaptive to the changing needs of patients.

Implements health and behavior interventions with fidelity to empirical models and flexibility to adapt where appropriate.

Determines situations that require different role functions and shifts roles accordingly to meet referral needs.

Applies knowledge to provide effective consult feedback and to articulate appropriate recommendations in health-care settings.
### Level of Supervision Descriptions

**Intensive Supervision Required:** Routine supervision of each activity as expected throughout internship and pratica; remedial work may be necessary - rating when fellow has no prior experience with activity or in specialty area that requires more intensive training (e.g., neuropsychology rotation for a general track trainee)

**Moderate Supervision Required:** Supervisor provides overall management of fellow's activities, competency attained in all but non-routine cases, depth of supervision varies as clinical needs warrant - common level of supervision through fellowship

**Minimal Supervision Required:** Rating expected at completion of postdoctoral training, competency attained at full psychology staff privilege level; however, supervision still required while in unlicensed or training status

---

## Did you and the fellow agree on any other clinical practice objective for this rotation(s)? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was "Yes" at question '34 [AppSuper]' (Did you supervise any of the fellow's clinical practice activities this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No

## Specify clinical practice objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was "Yes" at question '34 [AppSuper]' (Did you supervise any of the fellow's clinical practice activities this rotation(s)?) and Answer was "Yes" at question '36 [AppSpecObj]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other clinical practice objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:

---

## Rate the level of supervision the fellow required for this clinical practice objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was "Yes" at question '36 [AppSpecObj]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other clinical practice objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Intensive supervision required
- Moderate supervision required
- Minimal supervision required
[ ] Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd clinical practice objective for this rotation(s)? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '36 [AppSpecObj]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other clinical practice objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No

[ ] Specify 2nd specific clinical practice objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '39 [AppSpecObj2]' (Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd clinical practice objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:

[ ] Rate the level of supervision the fellow required for this 2nd clinical practice objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '39 [AppSpecObj2]' (Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd clinical practice objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Intensive supervision required
- Moderate supervision required
- Minimal supervision required
[]Post rotation supervisor comments (optional): Summarize fellow's clinical application strengths

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '34 [AppSuper]' (Did you supervise any of the fellow's clinical practice activities this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:

[]Post rotation supervisor comments (optional): Specify areas in need of additional development or remediation, including recommendations, in the clinical Application area

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '34 [AppSuper]' (Did you supervise any of the fellow's clinical practice activities this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:
Education

[]Did you supervise any of the fellow's educational activities this rotation(s)? *

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No
Rate the level of supervision the fellow required for each educational objective. *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was ‘Yes’ at question ’44 [EdSuper] (Did you supervise any of the fellow's educational activities this rotation(s)?)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provides education, skill development, and training in pediatric psychology for trainees from a variety of disciplines</th>
<th>Intensive supervision required</th>
<th>Moderate supervision required</th>
<th>Minimal supervision required</th>
<th>N/A: Did not observe or provide supervision for this objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uses effective supervision processes (e.g., role-playing &amp; modeling) to develop the trainee's skills in pediatric practice</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifies teaching strategies based on learner's needs unique to health-care settings</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Level of Supervision Descriptions**

**Intensive Supervision Required:** Routine supervision of each activity as expected throughout internship and pratica; remedial work may be necessary - rating when fellow has no prior experience with activity or in specialty area that requires more intensive training (e.g., neuropsychology rotation for a general track trainee)

**Moderate Supervision Required:** Supervisor provides overall management of fellow's activities, competency attained in all but non-routine cases, depth of supervision varies as clinical needs warrant - common level of supervision through fellowship

**Minimal Supervision Required:** Rating expected at completion of postdoctoral training, competency attained at full psychology staff privilege level; however, supervision still required while in unlicensed or training status
[]Did you and the fellow agree on any other educational objective for this rotation(s)? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was "Yes" at question '44 [EdSuper'] (Did you supervise any of the fellow's educational activities this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No

[]Specify educational objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was "Yes" at question '46 [EdSpecObj]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other educational objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:

[]Rate the level of supervision the fellow required for this educational objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was "Yes" at question '46 [EdSpecObj]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other educational objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Intensive supervision required
- Moderate supervision required
- Minimal supervision required

[]Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd educational objective for this rotation(s)? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was "Yes" at question '46 [EdSpecObj]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other educational objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No
Specify 2nd educational objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '49 [EdSpecObj2]' (Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd educational objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:

Rate the level of supervision the fellow required for this 2nd educational objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '49 [EdSpecObj2]' (Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd educational objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Intensive supervision required
- Moderate supervision required
- Minimal supervision required

Post rotation supervisor comments (optional): Summarize fellow’s educational strengths

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '44 [EdSuper]' (Did you supervise any of the fellow's educational activities this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:
[]Post rotation supervisor comments (optional): Specify areas in need of additional development or remediation, including recommendations, in the Educational area

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '44 [EdSuper]' (Did you supervise any of the fellow's educational activities this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:
## Systems

Did you supervise any of the fellow's systems activities this rotation(s)? *

Please choose **only one** of the following:

- Yes
- No

Systems: Interdisciplinary systems, professional leadership development, advocacy (local, state, national)
Rate the level of supervision the fellow required for each systems objective. *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was ‘Yes’ at question ‘54 [SysSuper]’ (Did you supervise any of the fellow's systems activities this rotation(s)?)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intensive supervision required</th>
<th>Moderate supervision required</th>
<th>Minimal supervision required</th>
<th>N/A: Did not observe or provide supervision for this objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independently designs and implements systems interventions in the context of clinical work</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Works effectively with an interdisciplinary team independently</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides appropriate leadership for coordinating delivery of pediatric psychology services in multiple settings</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implements continuous performance improvement approaches in a clinical health-care context</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Level of Supervision Descriptions

**Intensive Supervision Required:** Routine supervision of each activity as expected throughout internship and pratica; remedial work may be necessary - rating when fellow has no prior experience with activity or in specialty area that requires more intensive training (e.g., neuropsychology rotation for a general track trainee)

**Moderate Supervision Required:** Supervisor provides overall management of fellow's activities, competency attained in all but non-routine cases, depth of supervision varies as clinical needs warrant - common level of supervision through fellowship

**Minimal Supervision Required:** Rating expected at completion of postdoctoral training, competency attained at full psychology staff privilege level; however, supervision still required while in unlicensed or training status
Did you and the fellow agree on any other systems objective for this rotation(s)?

* Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '54 [SysSuper]' (Did you supervise any of the fellow's systems activities this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No

Specify systems objective: *

* Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '56 [SysSpecObj]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other systems objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:

Rate the level of supervision the fellow required for this systems objective: *

* Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '56 [SysSpecObj]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other systems objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Intensive supervision required
- Moderate supervision required
- Minimal supervision required

Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd systems objective for this rotation(s)? *

* Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '56 [SysSpecObj]' (Did you and the fellow agree on any other systems objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No
Specify 2nd systems objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '59 [SysSpecObj2]' (Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd systems objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:

Rate the level of supervision the fellow required for this 2nd systems objective: *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '59 [SysSpecObj2]' (Did you and the fellow agree on a 2nd systems objective for this rotation(s)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Intensive supervision required
- Moderate supervision required
- Minimal supervision required

Post rotation supervisor comments (optional): Summarize fellow's systems strengths

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '54 [SysSuper]' (Did you supervise any of the fellow's systems activities this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:
Post rotation supervisor comments (optional): Specify areas in need of additional development or remediation, including recommendations, in the Systems area

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
Answer was 'Yes' at question '54 [SysSuper]' (Did you supervise any of the fellow's systems activities this rotation(s)?)

Please write your answer here:
Conclusions

[]Post rotation supervisor comments (optional): Please provide any additional, more general positive comments regarding the fellow

Please write your answer here:

[]Post rotation supervisor comments (optional): Please provide any addition, more general comments regarding fellow's need of additional development or remediation, including recommendations

Please write your answer here:
* 

Please choose **only one** of the following:

- The fellow HAS successfully complete the rotation(s). We have reviewed this evaluation together.
- The fellow HAS NOT successfully competed the rotation(s). We have made a joint written remedial plan, with specific dates indicated for completion. Once completed, the rotation will be re-evaluated using another evaluation form. We have reviewed this evaluation together.

**[Entering your name will represent your signature]**

Please write your answer here:
Submit your survey.
Thank you for completing this survey.